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Abstract
Results of a study of the substructure of the highest transverse momentum (pT ) jets observed
by the CDF collaboration are presented. Events containing at least one jet with pT > 400 GeV/c
in a sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.95 fb−1, collected in 1.96 TeV proton-
antiproton collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron collider, are selected. A study of the jet mass, angular-
ity, and planar-flow distributions is presented, and the measurements are compared with predictions
of perturbative quantum chromodynamics. A search for boosted top-quark production is also de-
scribed, leading to a 95% confidence level upper limit of 38 fb on the production cross section of
top quarks with pT > 400 GeV/c.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
The observation and study of high-transverse momentum (pT ) jets produced via quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) in hadron-hadron interactions provides an important test of
perturbative QCD (pQCD) [1]. The study of the most massive jets gives insight into the
parton showering mechanism and assists in tuning of Monte Carlo (MC) event generators
(see, e.g., [2–4] for recent reviews). Furthermore, jets with masses in excess of 100 GeV/c2
are an important background for Higgs boson searches [5–7] and appear in final states of
various beyond-the-standard-model physics processes [8–14]. Particularly relevant is the
case where the decay of a heavy hypothetical resonance produces high-pT top quarks that
decay hadronically. In such cases, the daughter products can be observed as a pair of mas-
sive jets. Other sources of massive jets include the production of highly-boosted W , Z, and
Higgs bosons.
We report a study of the substructure of jets with pT> 400 GeV/c produced in proton-
antiproton (pp¯) collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron and recorded by the
CDF II detector. We also report a search for high-pT production of top quarks using the
same data sample and the techniques developed in the substructure analysis. This article
describes in more detail the substructure analysis reported earlier [15].
Jets are reconstructed as collimated collections of high-energy particles that are iden-
tified through the use of a clustering algorithm that groups the particles into a single jet
cluster [16]. The properties of the jet, such as its momentum and mass, are then derived
from the constituents of the cluster using a recombination scheme. In this study, the jet con-
stituents are energy deposits observed in a segmented calorimeter and the four-momentum
of the jet is the standard four-vector sum of the constituents.
Earlier studies of the substructure of high-pT jets produced at the Fermilab Tevatron
Collider have been limited to jets with pT < 400 GeV/c [17, 18]. More recently, jet studies
have been reported by experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [19–25], though
studies of their substructure have also been limited to jets with pT <∼ 500 GeV/c. Simi-
larly, studies of top-quark production at the Tevatron have been limited to top quarks with
pT < 300 GeV/c [26–28]. The large data samples collected by the CDF II detector at the
6
Fermilab pp¯ Tevatron Collider now permit study of jets with pT greater than 400 GeV/c
and their internal structure. At the same time, theoretical progress has been made in the
understanding of the production of massive jets, and the differential top-quark pair (t t)
production cross section as a function of pT is now known up to approximate next-to-next-
to-leading-order (NNLO) [29, 30] and full NNLO [31] expansion in the strong interaction
coupling constant αs.
The theoretical framework for the present study is given in Sec. I B. In Sec. II, a descrip-
tion of the event reconstruction and selection is presented. Next, in Sec. III, we describe the
calibration and analysis of the jets. Modeling the data using MC calculations and detector
simulation is discussed in Sec. IV for both QCD and t t final-state processes. In Sec. V,
the properties of observed jets are analyzed. A search for boosted top-quark production is
described in Sec. VI. We summarize our conclusions in Sec. VII.
B. The theoretical framework
1. Jet mass
The primary source of high-pT jets at high-energy hadron colliders is the production and
subsequent fragmentation and hadronization of gluons and the five lightest quarks (QCD
jets). The distribution of the mass of a QCD jet has a maximum, mpeak, comparable to a
small fraction of the momentum of the jet, followed by a long tail that, depending on the
jet algorithm used, could extend up to values that are a significant fraction of the pT of the
jet. Based on QCD factorization (see, e.g., [32]), a semi-analytic calculation of the QCD
jet-mass distribution has been derived for this high-mass tail where the jet mass, m jet , is
dominated by a single gluon emission [33]. The probability of such gluon emission is given
by the jet functions Jq and Jg for quarks and gluons, respectively. These are defined via the
total double-differential cross section
dσ(R)
d pT dm jet
=∑
q,g
Jq,g(m jet , pT ,R)
dσˆq,g(R)
d pT
, (1)
where R is the radius of the jet cone used to define the jets and σˆq,g is the factorized Born
cross section. Corrections of O
(
R2
)
are neglected and the analysis is applied to the high-
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mass tail, mpeak m jet  pT R. An eikonal approximation for the full result [33] is
J(m jet , pT ,R)' αs(pT ) 4Cq,gpim jet log
(
R pT
m jet
)
, (2)
where αs(pT ) is evaluated at the appropriate scale and Cq,g = 4/3 and 3 for quark and gluon
jets, respectively. This result is applicable to jet algorithms that are not strictly based on a
cone, such as the anti-kT algorithm studied here.
The result in Eq. (2) allows two independent predictions. The first is that for sufficiently
large jet masses, the absolute probability of a jet being produced with a given mass is
inferred. It means that the jet function is a physical observable and has no arbitrary or
unknown normalization. The second prediction is that the shape of the distribution has the
same characteristic form for jets arising from quark and gluon showering, differing only by
a scale factor. These predictions can be used to estimate the rejection power for QCD jets
as a function of a jet-mass requirement when searching for a beyond-the-standard-model
particle with mass in excess of 100 GeV/c2 that decays hadronically [34, 35].
Equation (2) is the leading-log approximation to the full expression where the next-to-
leading-order (NLO) corrections are not known [3, 36, 37]. These corrections are expected
to be of order of 1/ log
(
R2 p2T/(m
jet)2
) ≈ 30% for the jets discussed in this paper. Thus,
while the above theoretical expressions are not precise, they still provide a simple and
powerful description for the qualitative behavior of the high-m jet tail.
Corrections from non-perburbative QCD effects, collectively known as the soft function,
have been argued to be positive and to modify the jet function in the following way [33]:
J(m jet , pT ,R)'
αs(pT )
4Cq,g
pim jet
[
log
(
R pT
m jet
)
+
R2
2
]
. (3)
The additional soft contribution can be a few tens of percent for R = 0.7, pT = 400 GeV/c
and m jet = 100 GeV/c2.
2. Jet substructure
Single jets that originate from the decay of a highly-boosted massive particle funda-
mentally differ from QCD jets. The jet-mass distribution peaks at around the mass of the
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decaying particle in one case and at relatively lower values for QCD jets. The efforts in
the literature to identify and characterize other jet substructure observables can be catego-
rized into three broad classes: techniques specifically geared towards two-pronged kine-
matics [5, 6, 8, 38], techniques employing three-pronged kinematics [14, 33, 38–43] (e.g.,
h→ bb¯ for two-body and t → bqq¯ for three-body kinematics) and methods that are struc-
tured towards removing soft particle contamination [44–46]. See Ref. [3, 47] for recent
reviews.
We focus on measuring angularity and planar flow jet shape variables, which belong
to the first two classes of methods. At small cone sizes, high-pT , and large jet mass, these
variables are expected to be quite robust against soft radiation (i.e., are considered infrared-
or IR-safe) and allow in principle a comparison with theoretical predictions in addition to
comparison with MC results. Both variables are also less dependent on the particular jet
finding algorithm used. We use the MIDPOINT cone algorithm [16] to reconstruct jets
using the FASTJET program [48], and compare these results with the anti-kT algorithm
[49]. The choice of these two algorithms allows a comparison of cone (MIDPOINT) and
recombination (anti-kT ) algorithms.
Angularity belongs to a class of jet shape variables [38, 50] and is defined as
τa(R, pT ) =
1
m jet ∑i∈ jet
Ei sinaθi [1− cosθi ]1−a
≈ 2
a−1
m jet ∑i∈ jet
Eiθ 2−ai , (4)
where Ei is the energy of a jet constituent inside the jet and θi is the angle between the
constituent three-vector momentum and the jet axis. The approximation is valid for small
angle radiation θi 1. Limiting the parameter a not to exceed two ensures that angularity
does not diverge at low energy, as evident from the last expression of Eq. (4) [51].
The angularity distribution, dσ/dτa, is similar over a large class of jet definitions (for
instance the kT and anti-kT variety [49]) in the limit of R 1 and high jet mass [38]. It is
particularly sensitive to the degree of angular symmetry in the energy deposition about the
jet axis. It therefore can distinguish QCD jets from boosted heavy particle decay. The key
point here is that for high-mass jets, the leading parton and the emitted gluon are expected
to have a symmetric pT configuration where both partons are at the same angle, θi, from
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the jet axis in the laboratory frame, θ1,2 = z ≡ m jet/pT [38]. This implies that angularity
has a minimum and maximum value in such two-body configurations:
τmina (z) ≈
( z
2
)1−a
, (5)
τmaxa (R, pT ) ≈ 2a−1 R−az. (6)
This provides an important test for the energy distribution of massive jets, as QCD jets
should satisfy these values once they become sufficiently massive. Hence, the angularity
distribution of jets arising from the two-body decay of a massive particle (for example, a
W , Z, or Higgs boson) and QCD jets are similar in shapes for sufficiently large pT and m jet .
Assuming that the largest energy deposits occur at small angles relative to the jet direc-
tion, the angularity for two-body configurations has the form
dσq,g
dτa
(m jet , pT ,R)≈ 4αsCFpi am jetτa . (7)
This provides another test of the two-body nature of massive QCD jets.
We use another IR-safe jet shape denoted as planar flow (Pf), to distinguish planar from
linear jet shapes [33, 38, 40]. For a given jet, we first construct a 2×2 matrix
Iklw =
1
m jet ∑i
Ei
pi,k
Ei
pi,l
Ei
, (8)
where Ei is the energy of constituent i in the jet, and pi,k is the kth component of its trans-
verse momentum relative to the jet momentum axis. We define
Pf ≡ 4 det(Iw)
tr(Iw)2
=
4λ1λ2
(λ1+λ2)2
, (9)
where λ1,2 are the eigenvalues of Iw. The planar flow vanishes for linear shapes and ap-
proaches unity for isotropic depositions of energy.
Jets with two-body substructure would in principle have Pf = 0. This would apply to
leading order for events with highly-boosted weak gauge boson, Higgs bosons, and QCD
jets. Jets with three-body substructure have a smooth Pf distribution with an enhancement
for Pf ≈ 1 [4, 38].
C. Expected sources of events
Studies of jet production using data collected during Run II at the Tevatron have shown
that high-pT jet production is well described by perturbative QCD. The primary source of
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FIG. 1. The PYTHIA MC prediction for the fractional contribution, relative to the total production
cross section, of the various standard model sources as a function of the minimum pT of the leading
jet, assuming that the cross section of jets from light quarks and bottom quarks can be suppressed
by a factor of 250. The Z+jet cross section is separated from the Drell-Yan process by placing a
mass requirement on the outgoing daughters. It is evident that QCD jet production is the dominant
source of high-pT jets.
jets is the production of parton pairs comprised of light quarks and gluons [52, 53]. To
better understand the relative sources of jets, especially those that result in jets with large
masses, we performed a PYTHIA 6.4 MC calculation [54] to predict the relative size of other
standard model processes, such as W and Z boson production, as a function of the minimum
transverse momentum, pT min, of the leading jet in the collision. We have assumed that the
rate of light quark and gluon jets could be suppressed by a factor of 250 [33, 38, 40].
The results of the PYTHIA calculation are shown in Fig. 1, where the relative abundance
of jets with pT in excess of pT min as a function of pT min is shown. The relative rate of t t pro-
duction rises as the pT cutoff is increased. At the highest pT min values (pT > 400 GeV/c),
t t is predicted to contribute approximately 1% of the jet production cross section. This is
the largest single contribution assuming that QCD jets can be suppressed by a factor of 250.
Although we have not attempted to assess the theoretical uncertainties associated with this
calculation, it provides motivation for better understanding the production of very high-pT
jets, and especially those that are massive.
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D. Predictions for high-pT top-quark production
An approximate NNLO calculation of the t t differential cross section [29] using the
MSTW 2008 parton distribution functions (PDF) [55], a top-quark mass mt = 173 GeV/c2
and a renormalization scale µ2 = p2T +m2t [56] for high-pT top quarks predicts that the
t t cross section for pT > 400 GeV/c is 4.55+0.50−0.41 fb, or that the fraction of top quarks
produced with pT > 400 GeV/c is
(
5.58+0.61−0.50
)
× 10−4. The calculation includes next-to-
leading-order (NLO) corrections to the leading order amplitudes along with NNLO soft-
gluon corrections [30].
The results of this calculation can be compared with a PYTHIA 6.216 MC prediction
for t t production, which yields a fractional rate of (7.56±0.13)× 10−4 (statistical error
only), in reasonable agreement with the approximate NNLO calculation [29]. Based on
the measured total t t production cross section of 7.50± 0.48 pb [57] and on the PYTHIA
fraction, one predicts a production cross section for top quarks with pT > 400 GeV/c of
5.67±0.37 fb, which again is in reasonable agreement with the approximate NNLO calcu-
lation. When estimating possible boosted top-quark contributions, we use the PYTHIA MC
sample to describe the event kinematic properties and scale the event cross section for top
quarks with pT > 400 GeV/c to the approximate NNLO production cross section estimate
of 4.55+0.50−0.41 fb.
II. DATA SAMPLES, EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION
A. Detector description
The CDF II detector is described in detail elsewhere [58]. We outline below the detector
features that are most relevant to the present analysis.
The detector consists of a solenoidal spectrometer, calorimeters surrounding the track-
ing volume, and a set of charged-particle detectors outside the calorimeters for muon iden-
tification. The solenoidal charged-particle spectrometer provides charged-particle momen-
tum measurement over |η | < 1.5. A superconducting magnet generates an axial field of
1.416 T. The charged particles are tracked with a set of silicon microstrip detectors ar-
ranged in a barrel geometry around the collision point. This is followed by a cylindrical
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drift chamber, the central outer tracker (COT), that provides charged-particle tracking from
a radius of 40 to 137 cm.
The calorimeter system is used to measure the energy and mass of jets, and missing
transverse energy ( 6ET ). The central calorimeter system extends over the interval |η |< 1.1
and is segmented into towers of size ∆η ×∆φ = 0.11× 0.26. It consists of lead and steel
absorbers interleaved with scintillator tiles that measure the deposited energy. The inner
calorimeter compartment consists of lead absorbers providing an electromagnetic energy
measurement (EM), while the outer compartment consists of steel absorbers to measure
hadronic (HAD) energy. The energy (E) deposited in the EM calorimeter is measured with
a resolution of σ/E ≈ (0.135/√E⊕ 2)% while the resolution of the HAD calorimeter is
σ/E ≈ (0.5/√E ⊕ 3)%. Two plug calorimeters in the forward and background regions
provide energy measurement in the interval 1.1 < |η |< 3.5 using lead and steel absorbers
interleaved with scintillator tiles that measure the deposited energy.
Measurement of 6ET is made by summing vectorially the energy deposits in each
calorimeter tower for towers with |η | < 3.6 and forming a missing energy vector. We
take 6ET as the magnitude of the vector. The resolution of this quantity is proportional to
1/
√
∑ET GeV, where the sum is over the transverse energy observed in all calorimeter
towers. This has been determined by studies of events with and without significant missing
transverse energy [53]. A measure of how large the observed 6ET in an event is relative to
its uncertainty is provided by the 6ET significance, defined as
SMET ≡
6ET√
∑ET
, (10)
where the sum in the denominator runs over the transverse energy observed in all calorime-
ter towers.
The detector also includes systems for electron, muon, and hadron identification, but
these are not used in this study.
We employ the MIDPOINT jet algorithm [16] using a cone size R = 0.7 and correct the
jet four-momentum vector for detector response and pile-up effects, as described in more
detail in Sec. III. We also reconstruct MIDPOINT jets with a cone size R = 0.4 and R = 1.0
when studying the effects of cone size on various properties, and reconstruct jets with the
anti-kT algorithm [49].
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B. Data and Monte Carlo samples
The present study is based on a Run II data sample corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 5.95 fb−1. An inclusive jet trigger requiring at least one jet with ET > 100 GeV
is used to identify candidate events, leading to a sample of 76 million events.
We model QCD jet production using a PYTHIA 6.216 MC sample generated with parton
transverse momentum pˆT > 300 GeV/c and the CTEQ5L parton distribution functions [59]
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of approximately 800 fb−1. Multiple interactions
are incorporated into the model, assuming an average rate of 0.4 additional collisions per
crossing. We verify that the parton pˆT requirement has negligible bias for events with re-
constructed jets whose corrected pT exceeds 350 GeV/c. The average number of additional
collisions per crossing in the MC samples is significantly less than that observed in the data.
In the results reported below, we take this into account when comparing the MC predic-
tions and experimental results. We do not use the MC modeling of multiple interactions to
correct for these effects. Rather, we use a data-driven approach as described below.
All MC events are passed through a full detector simulation and processed with the
standard event-reconstruction software.
C. Event selection
Candidate events are required to satisfy the following requirements:
1. Each event must have a high quality pp¯ interaction vertex with the primary vertex
position along the beamline, zvtx, within 60 cm of the nominal collision point.
2. Each event must have at least one jet constructed using the MIDPOINT cone algorithm
using cone sizes of R = 0.4, 0.7, or 1.0 and having a pT > 400 GeV/c in the pseudo-
rapidity interval |η |< 0.7. The pT requirement is made after applying η-dependent
corrections to account for inhomegeneities in detector response, calorimeter response
non-linearities, and jet-energy corrections to account for multiple interactions.
3. Each event must satisfy a relatively loose 6ET requirement of SMET < 10 to reject
cosmic ray backgrounds and poorly measured events.
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FIG. 2. The pT distribution for all the jets with pT > 400 GeV/c in the sample that meets the inclu-
sive event selection requirements. Overlaid are the distributions from the PYTHIA MC calculations
for QCD jets and t t production.
Requirements are placed on the jet candidates to ensure that they are well-measured.
We form the fraction
ftr ≡ Σ
Nch
i p
i
T
p jetT
, (11)
where Nch is the number of charged particles associated with the jet candidate and piT
is the transverse momentum of the ith particle. The electromagnetic energy fraction of
the jet candidate is defined by fEM = EEM/(EEM +EHAD), where EEM and EHAD are the
electromagnetic and hadronic energy of the jet cluster. We require each jet candidate to
satisfy either ftr > 0.05 or fEM > 0.05. These requirements reject 1.4% of the events in the
data sample. They result in a negligible reduction in the Monte Carlo samples.
This selection procedure yields 2699 events in which at least one jet with R = 0.7 has
pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7). Within this sample, 591 events (22%) have a second
jet satisfying the same requirements, resulting in 3290 jets all with pT > 400 GeV/c. There
are 211 jets with pT higher than 500 GeV/c. The pT distribution of all of the jets satisfying
the selection requirements is shown in Fig. 2.
III. CALIBRATION AND ANALYSIS OF JETS
The CDF jet-energy corrections have been determined [60] for a large range of jet mo-
menta and are used in this study. For jets with pT > 400 GeV/c and measured in the
central calorimeter, the systematic uncertainty in the overall jet-energy scale is 3% and is
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FIG. 3. A schematic of the three calorimeter regions used in the verification of the internal energy
calibration within the jet. The dashed circle represents a cone of radius R = 0.7.
dominated by the understanding of the response of the calorimeter to individual particle en-
ergies. Other uncertainties such as out-of-cone effects, underlying-event energy flow and
multiple interactions are an order of magnitude smaller at these jet energies.
A. Check of internal jet-energy scale with tracks
The relatively small uncertainty on the total jet energy of these high-pT jets imposes a
strong constraint on the variations in energy response across the plane perpendicular to the
jet axis. Such a variation may not bias the energy measurement of the jet but may affect
substructure observables like the jet mass.
In order to assess the systematic uncertainty on the jet-mass scale, we compare the
ratio of the charged transverse momentum and the calorimeter transverse energy in three
concentric rectangular regions in η −φ space centered around the jet axis. These regions
have the following tower geometries: Region 1 is formed of 4 towers in η and 2 towers in
φ with one of the four innermost towers closest to the jet centroid. Region 2 is formed of 8
towers in η and 4 towers in φ centered on Region 1 and excluding it. Region 3 is formed
of 12 towers in η and 6 towers in φ centered on Region 1 and excluding the interior two
regions. These regions are shown schematically in Fig. 3 overlaid by a jet cone of radius
0.7 for illustration purposes.
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We form the ratio
(pT/ET )i =
∑
tracks
in region
pT
∑
towers
in region
ET
(12)
for each region and for both the experimental and simulated data. The numerator is the
sum of the transverse momentum of all charged particles reconstructed in the COT that
intersect the given region when projected to the plane of the calorimeter. The charged
particles are required to have pT > 1 GeV/c. The denominator is the sum of the transverse
energy deposited in each calorimeter tower in the region. To minimize the effect of multiple
interactions, the number of primary vertices (Nvtx) in this study is required to be equal to
one. The distributions of this ratio are shown in Figs. 4(a)–(c).
The ratio of pT carried by charged particles to calorimeter transverse energy falls with
increasing proximity to the core of the jet. This effect is consistent with other studies [61]
that have shown that the COT track finding efficiency falls significantly as the density of
nearby charged tracks rises. Charged particles found in Region 1 experience the highest
such tracking densities. Hence the ratio is lowest for Region 1, where the observed dis-
tribution peaks at approximately 0.2. The ratio is larger on average for Regions 2 and 3,
as expected. These features are reproduced well by the QCD MC and detector simulation,
where it is assumed that the calorimeter energy response in a given tower is independent of
the tower’s location relative to the jet’s core. The peak at zero in Figs. 4(b)–(c) arise from
jets where all of the charged particles have pT < 1 GeV/c or most of the jet energy is in the
form of neutral particles.
The generally good agreement of the data with the Monte Carlo predictions indicate
that there is no significant change in the calorimeter energy response as a function of the
calorimeter tower’s distance from the jet centroid.
The results of this study are summarized in Table I. To estimate the systematic uncer-
tainty on jet substructure measurements arising from any remaining bias, we introduce
three independent jet-energy corrections JESi, one for each of the above defined regions,
where JESi is the ratio between the actual response and the calibration. These new param-
eters are constrained by the 3% uncertainty on the overall jet-energy scale. Namely the one
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FIG. 4. The distribution of the ratio between charged particle pT and calorimeter transverse
energy in Region 1 (a), Region 2 (b), and Region 3 (c) for jets with pT ∈ (400,500) GeV/c and
|η | ∈ (0.1,0.7) for events with one primary vertex. The MC prediction for this distribution is given
by the red dashed line.
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Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
Relative area (Ai) 0.111 0.333 0.555
Transverse energy density (ρi) [GeV/∆η∆φ ] 1744 33.7 1.50
Mean ftrack/cal,Ri (data) 0.176±0.008 0.436±0.012 0.815±0.020
Mean ftrack/cal,Ri (QCD MC) 0.150±0.005 0.538±0.006 0.790±0.012
Ei - fractional energy in region i 0.941 0.055 0.004
TABLE I. The relative areas of each calorimeter region, the average ET densities in the three regions
for jets with pT ∈ (400,500) GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7), and the mean of ftrack/cal,Ri , the ratio
between the charged particle and calorimeter response for the data jets and the MC jets. The last
line shows the average ET deposited in each region for an average jet in this sample.
standard deviation confidence interval is
0.97EaveT < JES1ρ1A1+ JES2ρ2A2+
JES3ρ3A3 < 1.03EaveT , (13)
where ρi is the average energy density in Region i, Ai is the area of Region i relative to the
area of the three regions summed together, and EaveT is the average energy of the jets in the
sample.
We use the observed relative energy response of the calorimeter cells around the center
of the jet to constrain the region-dependent energy scales. Since most of the jet’s energy
is deposited in the inner region, for which the MC and data are in reasonable agreement,
the overall energy scale uncertainty of ±3% determines the strongest single constraint on
JES1. Since, on average, Region 1 captures 94% of the total energy of the leading jet in
the sample, the uncertainty of JES1 from the jet-energy systematic uncertainty is at most
0.03/0.94 = 0.032. We use the difference between the observed and predicted ratios of
charged particle momentum to calorimeter energy in Regions 2 and 3 to set uncertainties
on JES2 and JES3. The observed and predicted ratios differ by factors of 0.69±0.04 and
0.88±0.06 for Region 2 vs Region 1 and Region 3 vs Region 1, respectively. These ratios
have an additional systematic uncertainty that we estimate to be ±0.10, arising from the
variation in this ratio of ratios when the selection criteria for the jets and charged particles
are varied.
The ratio of the JES2 and JES3 energy scales relative to JES1 determine the systematic
uncertainty on the jet-mass scale. We consider two cases, a typical jet with measured mass
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of 64 GeV/c2 and a high-mass jet with measured mass of 115 GeV/c2. The spatial distri-
bution of the energy deposits are modeled as circular in η − φ space taking into account
the actual η−φ segmentation of the calorimeter. The energy densities in the towers are set
according to Table I to model the low mass jet. The largest possible shifts in the Region 1
scale, consistent with a one standard deviation drop in JES2 and JES3 are then determined.
The constraints on the JESi translate to a systematic jet-mass uncertainty of 1 GeV/c2
for low mass jets. We use the geometric high-mass jet model to set the constraints on more
massive jets, and find that the corresponding systematic uncertainty on jets with masses in
excess of 100 GeV/c2 is 10 GeV/c2.
Because we have assumed a broad energy distribution in the plane perpendicular to the
jet’s axis, this is a conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainty. We expect that high
mass QCD and top quark jets arise from two or three large energy deposits, and not a
broader energy distribution as we have assumed. Furthermore, we identify the maximum
possible jet-mass excursion consistent with the one standard deviation measurements of
the relative calorimeter region response, resulting in a conservative one standard deviation
estimate.
In summary, the systematic uncertainty on the jet-mass scale arising from uncertainty
in energy scale changes as a function of the distance from the jet axis are 2 GeV/c2 for jets
with masses around 65 GeV/c2, and 10 GeV/c2 for jets with masses exceeding 100 GeV/c2.
B. Sensitivity to multiple interactions and underlying event
In addition to the particles that arise from the parton showering and hadronization of
a high-energy quark or gluon, a jet also may contain energy deposits produced from par-
ticles arising from the fragmentation of other high-energy quarks or gluons in the event,
from the so-called underlying event, which is characterized by a large number of relatively
low-energy particles, and particles coming from additional multiple collisions that occur in
the same bunch crossing. The kinematics of the additional particles coming from the un-
derlying event are correlated with the high-energy quarks or gluons [62] while the particle
flow from multiple interactions are uncorrelated with the high-energy jets. These additional
particles affect jet substructure variables and may significantly bias quantities such as jet
mass [3].
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The correction to the substructure of the jet due to the additional energy deposits is in
general a function of the substructure. For example, the shift in jet mass from a single
particle is inversely proportional to the mass of the jet, while the overall shift in mass from
a collection of low-energy particles is predicted to increase as R4, where R is the jet cluster
radius [3]. We are able to discriminate the effect of the underlying event alone by measuring
the number of primary interactions (Nvtx) and then separately consider events with Nvtx = 1
from events with Nvtx > 1. Jets in Nvtx = 1 events would only be affected by underlying
event (UE) while jets in events with Nvtx > 1 would be affected by both UE and multiple
interactions (UEMI).
We correct for multiple interaction (MI) effects using a data-driven technique [63]. We
select a subset of events in the sample that have a clear dijet topology by requiring that
the second jet in the event has pT > 100 GeV/c and is at least 2.9 radians in azimuth
away from the leading jet in addition to the previous event selection. We then define a
complementary cone in η − φ space of the same radius as the jet cones and at the same
η as the leading jet, but rotated in azimuth by ±pi/2. We then assign the energy deposits
in each calorimeter tower in the complementary cone to the corresponding tower in the
leading jet cone. We then add these energy deposits to the jet using the standard four-
vector recombination scheme and calculate a new jet mass, mnew, and a mass shift, mnew−
mold . We then calculate the average mass shift as a function of jet mass for the entire data
sample. The upward shifts in jet mass for events with one and more than one interaction are
estimates of the UE and UEMI effect, respectively, and can be used to statistically remove
this effect from the observed jets.
The UE and UEMI jet-mass corrections as functions of the uncorrected jet mass for a
cone size of R = 0.7 are shown in Fig. 5. Both corrections have a 1/m jet dependence,
as expected from kinematic considerations, peaking around jet masses of approximately
30 GeV/c2. The UE and UEMI corrections differ by approximately a factor of two. The
average number of primary interactions for this sample is approximately three per event,
which would suggest a similar factor for the difference between corrections. However,
the UE contribution is more energetic than a typical pp¯ collision and is correlated with
the jet, leading to a larger jet-mass correction. We parametrize both jet corrections with a
1/m jet dependence and an offset down to a jet mass of 30 GeV/c2. Below this value the
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FIG. 5. The average shift in the reconstructed jet mass with respect to the true mass due to UEMI
(dashed red points) and to UE alone (black points) for selected jets as a function of the original jet
mass mold . Also shown are the parametrizations of these corrections (solid line for UE and dotted
line for UEMI) used for the correction.
correction is expected to vanish at zero mass (since a jet with a very small mass cannot
have experienced any significant increase in m jet from multiple interaction effects). We
therefore chose a linear parametrization for m jet < 30 GeV/c2 with an intercept at zero.
This has no effect on the heavy jets which are the focus of this analysis.
To check that the correction removes the effects of MI, we compare in Fig. 6 the dis-
tribution of the jet masses for the leading jets in the selected events with Nvtx = 1, with
Nvtx > 1, and with Nvtx > 1 events in which the MI correction is made. The average jet-
mass difference between the jets with Nvtx = 1 and Nvtx > 1 is reduced from 3−−4 GeV/c2
to less than 2 GeV/c2, and the low-mass peaks coincide. This residual difference in means
is expected, given that the correction procedure does not account for the relatively rare
cases where the UE or MI produce a large shift in jet mass.
The same UEMI and MI calculation is repeated for MIDPOINT jets with radius parameter
R = 0.4. The mass shift due to MI scales as R4, as expected [3], and is approximately
1 GeV/c2 for jets with masses of 50 GeV/c2. This correction method cannot be applied
directly to R= 1.0 MIDPOINT jets, since in that case the complementary cones overlap with
the original jet cone. We therefore scale the MI correction derived for R = 0.7 to jets with
R = 1.0 using a scaling factor (1.0/0.7)4 = 4.16. Since the R = 0.4 results have relatively
large statistical uncertainties, we also use the R = 0.7 MI corrections scaled down by the
corresponding factor for the R = 0.4 jets.
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FIG. 6. The jet-mass distribution for all selected jets for events with Nvtx = 1 (open red circles) and
for events with Nvtx ≥ 1 before (black points) and after (green open squares) the MI correction.
IV. COMPOSITION OF SELECTED SAMPLE
Events selected as described in Sec. II are expected to be due primarily to QCD dijet
production. The requirements of a high-quality primary vertex, a jet cluster satisfying the
pT and η requirements, and the jet cleaning criteria eliminate virtually all other physics
backgrounds and instrumental effects [53].
Predictions for QCD jet production using an NLO calculation with the POWHEG MC
package [64–66] and the CTEQ6M parton distribution functions [67] show that approxi-
mately 80% of the jets arise from a high-pT quark, consistent with measurements made at
lower jet energies [17]. The cross sections for W and Z boson production are approximately
4 fb each, based on a PYTHIA 6.4 MC calculation. The only other standard model source of
jets with masses > 100 GeV/c2 is top-quark pair production. Although the cross section of
top-quark pairs is expected to be of order 5 fb for pT > 400 GeV/c, these events typically
will have two massive jets.
We discuss below the characteristics and expected rates of jets from each of these
sources.
A. QCD production
The selected jet pT distribution using the MIDPOINT algorithm with R = 0.7 is shown
in Fig. 2 for data and the QCD simulations. The agreement in shape confirms earlier mea-
surements [53]. The leading jet-mass distribution for the QCD MC sample is shown in
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FIG. 7. The jet-mass distributions for leading jets (a) and second leading jets (b) with R = 0.7 in
MC QCD (solid) and t t (dashed) events. The leading jet is required to satisfy pT > 400 GeV/c and
|η | ∈ (0.1,0.7) and the second-leading jet is required to satisfy pT > 100 GeV/c.
Fig. 7(a). It exhibits a sharp peak around 40 GeV/c2 with a long tail that extends out to
300 GeV/c2, similar to the data distribution shown in Fig. 6.
B. W and Z boson contamination
The PYTHIA calculation predicts cross sections of 4.5 fb and 3.0 fb for producing W and
Z boson with pT > 400 GeV/c, respectively. These processes will contribute approximately
20 jets to the sample. In the data sample, these jets would have m jet1 between 50 and
100 GeV/c2, where we observe 296 events.
We do not subtract this background given the lower masses of W - and Z-originated
jets compared to the high-mass jets of this study and the relatively modest size of this
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contribution to the overall jet rate.
C. Top quark pair production
The average pT of top quarks produced in standard model t t production is approxi-
mately half the mass of the top quark and the pT distribution exhibits a long tail to higher
transverse momentum [29]. The events populating this tail potentially contribute to any
analysis looking at highly-boosted jets. In order to understand the nature of this process
and its characteristics when we require a central, high-pT jet in the event, we make use of
the PYTHIA top quark sample described earlier.
The pT distribution of top-quark jets after the selection cuts (Sec. II C) is shown in Fig. 2
for jets with a cone size R= 0.7. We compare the characteristics of the jets in the MC t t and
QCD samples. We show in Fig. 7(a) the leading jet-mass distribution, m jet1, for both the
t t and QCD MC events using R = 0.7 jets with pT > 400 GeV/c. A broad enhancement in
the 160–190 GeV/c2 mass range is visible for t t MC events along with a similar shoulder
around 80 GeV/c2. Only few t t events have leading jets with masses below ≈ 70 GeV/c2
or above ≈ 200 GeV/c2.
The characteristics of the second leading jet are compared in Figs. 7(b) and 8, where
we show the m jet2 distributions and pT distributions, respectively, for the second leading
jet in the t t MC events and in the QCD MC events. The top-quark m jet2 distribution does
not show an enhancement as seen in the leading jet. This is due to a smaller fraction of the
top-quark decay products being captured in the recoil jet cone of R = 0.7 given the lower
pT distribution for the recoil jets.
The t t MC calculations predict that approximately one third of events in which a hadron-
ically decaying top quark is observed as the leading jet would have a recoil top quark de-
caying semileptonically, resulting in missing transverse energy and a less massive second
leading jet. We show in Fig. 9 the distributions of SMET in MC events where we require a
leading jet meeting the standard requirements of pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | < 0.7. The t t
events have a significant tail to larger SMET compared with the QCD distribution, showing
that this variable can be used to help separate t t and QCD jets.
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requiring that the leading jet satisfy pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7).
D. Rejection of top-quark events
The primary goal of this study is to measure the jet substructure associated with highly-
boosted QCD jets. A significant top-quark contribution would distort these substructure
distributions. We therefore employ a strategy to reject t t contributions using the the corre-
lations predicted by the MC calculations.
The strategy focuses on two t t topologies that can be efficiently rejected. The first
corresponds to the case where both top quarks decay hadronically and result in two massive
jets, which we denote as the “1+1” topology. Such events are characterized by a second-
leading jet with large mass and no significant 6ET . The second topology corresponds to
one top quark decaying hadronically and the other top quark decaying semileptonically,
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resulting in a massive jet recoiling against an energetic neutrino, a b-quark jet and a charged
lepton. This “SL” topology is characterized by large SMET , a second leading jet with a mass
consistent with that of a b-quark jet and possibly a charged lepton candidate.
We implement the t t rejection strategy by rejecting an event with a second-leading jet
with m jet2 > 100 GeV/c2 or with SMET > 4. We also require that the second leading jet
has pT > 100 GeV/c to ensure that each event has a sufficiently energetic recoil jet, though
all data events satisfy this criterion. With these requirements, denoted as the top-quark
rejection cuts, only 26% of the t t MC events satisfying the event selection requirements
survive; 78% of the QCD MC events survive this requirement. This strategy reduces any
t t contamination to ≈ 0.6 fb, or approximately 4 events in the data sample.
The resulting data distribution for m jet1 after making this selection is shown in Fig. 10.
There are 2108 events in this 5.95 fb−1 sample. We study these events in more detail in
Sec. V.
V. PROPERTIES OF OBSERVED JETS
The total number of events that pass the selection requirements as a function of two pT
intervals is shown in Tab. II for the different cone sizes. We examine the leading jet in each
event that survives the selection requirements and the top-quark rejection cuts.
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pT Interval Cone Size
(GeV/c) R = 0.4 R = 0.7 R = 1.0
400≤ pT < 500 1729 1988 2737
pT ≥ 500 107 120 175
TABLE II. The number of observed events with at least one jet in the pT interval studied and
for three different cone sizes. All events were required to have at least one MIDPOINT jet of the
given cone size with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7). The selection used to reject top quark
candidates has been applied.
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A. Cone sizes
In each event, we reconstruct MIDPOINT jets with cone sizes of R = 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0.
We select the high-pT jet sample by requiring that an event has at least one jet of any cone
size with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7). We therefore can compare directly the
properties of jets with the three cone sizes. A comparison of the mass distributions for
the three cone sizes is shown in Fig. 11. The distributions have similar structures, with
a low-mass peak and an approximately power-law behavior at larger masses. The low-
mass enhancement peaks around 30 GeV/c2 for R = 0.4, with the peak position rising to
approximately 60 GeV/c2 for R = 1.0. The increase in average jet mass with cone size is
in reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions [2].
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B. Unfolding corrections
In order to make comparison of data distributions with particle-level calculations and
the eikonal predictions (Eq. 2), the observed jet-mass distributions are corrected to take
into account effects that may bias the observed distribution. The most significant effects
are from mass-dependent acceptance factors due to jet pT resolution. We use the PYTHIA
QCD MC to reconstruct particle-level jets with the various cone sizes and compare the
corresponding distributions to the distributions resulting from the full detector simulation
and selection requirements.
In particular, we consider bin migration effects due to the finite jet mass and pT resolu-
tion. There is negligible net bin-to-bin migration across jet-mass bins for m jet > 70 GeV/c2.
However, the pT resolution of the jets varies by approximately 5% between jet masses of
50 and 150 GeV/c2, with lower-mass jets having poorer pT resolution. This results in the
proportion of events with true pT < 400 GeV/c satisfying the minimum jet pT requirement
to be a function of jet mass, decreasing with increasing jet mass, and therefore distorting
the observed jet mass distribution. Hence, in calculating a normalized jet-mass distribution,
we perform a correction to the observed mass distribution defined by the ratio(
1
σ
dσ
dm jetparticle
)/(
1
σ
dσ
dm jetobserved
)
, (14)
where σ is the cross section and the subscripts refer to the normalized distributions calcu-
lated with the particle-level (particle) jets and observed (observed) jets in MC events. This
unfolding factor is illustrated in Fig. 12, where we plot this ratio for m jet1 > 70 GeV/c2. A
polynomial is fit to the points and the fit is used to correct the observed distribution for this
migration effect.
Several sources of uncertainty for jet masses larger than 70 GeV/c2 are associated with
this correction. The first arises from the limited size of the MC event sample, and is shown
in Fig. 12. The second arises from the model of jet fragmentation and hadronization used.
The unfolding factor varies by less than 10% when the jet is subject to fragmentation and
hadronization. We therefore consider this as an additional uncertainty on the resulting
measured jet function. Third, the uncertainty in the jet-energy calibration introduces an
uncertainty in the correction that is estimated by varying the calibration scale by its un-
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certainty and observing the change in the correction. This introduces an additional 10%
uncertainty in the correction. Finally, the use of PDFs with their associated normalization
scales introduces additional uncertainties. These are determined using the eigenvector ap-
proach [68], and are found not to exceed 10%. We add these in quadrature to determine
an overall uncertainty on the unfolding factor and propagate that to the measured jet-mass
distribution.
We have performed similar studies for angularity and planar flow and found the unfold-
ing corrections to be negligible, except for the case of planar flow for R = 1.0 jets, where
the corrections are of order 10%.
C. Systematic uncertainties on observed substructure
We summarize the various sources of uncertainties in the following subsections.
1. Calorimeter energy scales
The study of the region-dependence of the jet-energy response constrains the size of
possible bias in jet-mass scale that would arise from a systematic under or overestimate
of the energy response as a function of distance from the jet axis. For jet masses around
60 GeV/c2, the systematic uncertainty on the jet-mass scale is 1 GeV/c2, which increases
with the jet mass. Conservatively, we estimate the maximum possible shift to be 10 GeV/c2
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for jet masses larger than 100 GeV/c2 and we use this value when propagating these uncer-
tainties to jets with m jet > 70 GeV/c2.
2. Energy flow from multiple interactions
The studies of the energy flow in these events, both on average and as a function of
the number of primary vertices, show that multiple interactions shift the jet-mass scale.
We estimate this shift to be 3–4 GeV/c2 for jets with masses above 70 GeV/c2 and a
cone size of R = 0.7. The jet-mass distribution of the MI-corrected jets reproduce the jet-
mass distribution for the single-vertex events to better than 2 GeV/c2. We therefore set
the uncertainty on this shift conservatively at 2 GeV/c2, which is half the value of the MI
correction.
3. Uncertainties on the PYTHIA predictions for substructure
In making a comparison of the observed distributions with those predicted by a MC
calculation, we take into account the uncertainties arising from the choice of PDFs and
renormalization scale using the eigenvector approach [68]. We reweight the MC events by
increasing or decreasing each of the 20 eigenvectors and choices of scale describing the
PDF parameterization by one standard deviation. We take the shifts associated with each
bin of the normalized distributions from the variation in each of the 20 pairs in quadrature
as the PDF uncertainty in that bin. These uncertainties are approximately 10% for the
jet-mass distributions and 5% for angularity and planar flow.
4. Substructure systematics summary
The largest systematic uncertainty on the jet mass for masses larger than 70 GeV/c2
comes from the energy calibration of the calorimeter, and is estimated to be 10 GeV/c2.
The uncertainty associated with the modeling of multiple interactions is 2 GeV/c2. These
are independent effects and so we combine them in quadrature for an overall systematic
uncertainty on the jet-mass scale of σsyst = 11 GeV/c2. The systematic uncertainty at lower
masses is smaller, and we estimate it to be 2 GeV/c2 for jets with masses of 60 GeV/c2.
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We propagate the uncertainty in the jet mass by determining the effect of shifts of
+1σsyst and −1σsyst on the measured values. In the following figures, we show this uncer-
tainty separately. This is straightforward for the jet function, where the measured value is
affected. For the two other substructure variables, the potential sources of systematic uncer-
tainty come from the understanding of the energy calibration as a function of the distance
from the jet axis, as well as potential changes in the event selection due to the uncertainty
on the jet mass. To determine the sensitivity to the energy calibration, the variables were
recalculated assuming correlated changes in the energy scale of the towers as described in
Sec. III A.
D. Results and comparison with theoretical models
1. Jet mass and jet function
The mass distribution for highly-boosted jets is characterized theoretically by the jet
function approximated in Eq. (2). Over a relatively wide range of large jet masses, it pre-
dicts both the shape of the distribution and its normalization (i.e., the fraction of jets with
given masses relative to all the jets in the sample).
We show in Fig. 13(b) a comparison of the observed mass distribution of the leading
jet for m jet1 > 70 GeV/c2, corrected as described earlier, with the analytic predictions for
the jet function for quark and gluon jets, using a cone size R = 0.7. The solid bars reflect
the systematic uncertainty from the jet-mass scale. The analytical prediction employs the
average pT for the jets in this sample of 430 GeV/c2 and a strong interaction coupling
constant of αs(pT ) = 0.0973 [69]. The quark jet function prediction is in good agreement
with the shape of the jet-mass distribution for jet masses greater than 100 GeV/c2. It is
also consistent with the expectation that about 80-85% of these jets would arise from high-
energy quarks, given that the data lie closest to the predictions for quark jets. The prediction
gives the probability distribution for producing a jet with a given mass so its normalization
is fixed. We also show the PYTHIA MC prediction, which is in good agreement with the
observed distribution.
Since the jet mass can help discriminate jets arising from light quarks and gluons from
jets arising from the decay of a heavy particle, the measured jet function allows us to
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estimate the rejection factor associated with a simple mass cut. Only 1.4± 0.3% of the
jets reconstructed with the MIDPOINT algorithm with R = 0.7 have m jet > 140 GeV/c2,
corresponding to a factor of 70 in rejection against QCD jets.
We expect that the perturbative QCD NLO calculation for the jet mass would be sensi-
tive to the cone size. We show the corresponding mass distributions for the leading jet in
the selected events constructed using a cone size of R = 0.4 and 1.0; for consistency, the
event and jet selection was repeated using the different cone sizes. The resulting mass dis-
tribution for R = 0.4 over the region m jet1 ∈ (70,160) GeV/c2 is shown in Fig. 13(a), and
the jet-mass distribution for R = 1.0 for m jet1 ∈ (70,400) GeV/c2 is shown in Fig. 13(c).
We also display the predicted jet functions for these cone sizes, using the values for the av-
erage pT of the jets and αs(pT ) as noted above. We again see good agreement between the
data and the predicted shape and normalization for quark jets in the jet-mass region where
we expect the analytic calculation to be robust. The analytic predictions and PYTHIA cal-
culations also agree.
We also compare the jet-mass distributions for the MIDPOINT and anti-kT algorithms.
The anti-kT jets have a similar mass distribution to the MIDPOINT jets but do not reproduce
the large tail of very massive jets, presumably due to the explicit merging mechanism in
the MIDPOINT algorithm. This difference in algorithm performance is reproduced by the
PYTHIA calculation.
2. Angularity
The jet angularity, defined in Eq. (4), provides discrimination between QCD jets from
those produced in other processes. The angularity distribution for QCD jets with a given
jet mass is predicted to be lower- and upper-bounded, and to decrease as 1/τ−2 (7). We
show in Fig. 14(a) the distribution of angularity for the leading jet with R = 0.7 in the
sample requiring that m jet1 ∈ (90,120) GeV/c2. This mass range was selected as the best
compromise between a narrow, high-mass range of sufficient size and one in which W
and Z boson contamination is suppressed. We expect at most a few jets from W and Z
boson production in this sample. We compare the observed angularity distribution with the
prediction from the PYTHIA calculation and the NLO pQCD constraints shown in Eqs. (5)
and (6). We also show in Fig. 14(b) the angularity distribution for jets formed with a cone
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FIG. 13. MI-corrected jet-mass distributions for jets with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7)
reconstructed with an R = 0.4 (a), R = 0.7 (b), and R = 1.0 (c) MIDPOINT cone algorithm after
rejection of t t events. Comparisons with the analytic expression for the jet function for quarks and
gluons are shown. The inset compares the results with the anti-kT jet algorithm.
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FIG. 14. Angularity distributions for jets with pT > 400 GeV/c, |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7), and m jet1 ∈
(90,120) GeV/c2 reconstructed with the R= 0.7 (a) and R= 0.4 (b) MIDPOINT cone algorithm. We
have rejected the t t events. The results from the PYTHIA calculation and analytic QCD predictions
for the minimum and maximum values are overlaid. The inset compares the results with the anti-kT
jet algorithm.
size of R = 0.4.
The distributions have the behavior expected of QCD jets, approximately satisfying the
minimum and maximum ranges and falling in a manner consistent with 1/τ−2. The small
number of jets that have angularity below τmin arise from resolution effects not taken into
account in the calculation of the kinematic boundary. The PYTHIA distributions are in good
agreement with the data.
We investigate the sensitivity of the τ−2 distribution to MI effects using the same ap-
proach employed for jet mass [63]. Angularity was found to be insensitive to MI, with a
correction for the multivertex events of 0.0005 for R = 0.7 jets, or less than 10% of the
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average observed value. We do not correct the distributions for this effect. No significant
resolution effects are seen from studies of MC samples and therefore we do not unfold
these distributions for such effects.
3. Planar flow
The jet planar flow, Pf, characterizes QCD and top-quark jets. For jets with cone sizes
of R = 0.7, MC studies show that no significant resolution effects distort the observed Pf
distributions, so we make no unfolding corrections. For jets with R = 1.0, it is necessary
to correct the observed distribution for such distortions, leading to corrections of approxi-
mately 10–30% as a function of Pf.
The planar flow is largely complementary to jet mass for high-mass jets. This is
most readily demonstrated by comparing the Pf distributions in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b).
In Fig. 15(a), we make no jet-mass requirement while in Fig. 15(b), we apply the top-
quark rejection cuts and only consider events with m jet1 ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2. Without the
jet-mass requirement applied, the Pf distributions for the data and the PYTHIA prediction
for quark and gluon jets are monotonically increasing. As the full data set is dominated
by low mass QCD jets, such a planar flow distribution is expected as it reflects a largely
circular energy deposition. The PYTHIA prediction fails to account for the sharper rise in
the Pf distribution for Pf > 0.6. When we apply the mass window requirement and the
top-quark rejection cuts, the observed distribution has a peak at low Pf, also consistent with
the QCD prediction. This observation directly supports the NLO prediction that massive
jets from light quarks and gluons have two-body substructure and arise from single hard
gluon emission.
The Pf distribution is sensitive to contributions from top-quark jets, as they would re-
sult in events with larger planar flow, especially for jets with R = 1.0, where we would
expect a larger top-quark jet contribution due to higher reconstruction efficiencies once a
large jet-mass requirement is made. We compare in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b) the planar flow
distributions for the R = 1.0 jets predicted by the QCD and t t MC samples. Although
the data are consistent with QCD jet production, as evidenced by the broad peak at planar
flow values below 0.3, there is small excess of events at large Pf compared with the QCD
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FIG. 15. Planar flow distribution for jets with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7) recon-
structed with the R = 0.7 MIDPOINT cone algorithm. We have not rejected t t events and have not
placed any constraint on the jet mass in (a). The distribution after top-quark rejection and requiring
m jet1 ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2 is shown in (b). Data points are shown with statistical and systematic
uncertainties. Results from the PYTHIA QCD prediction (red triangles) with the PDF uncertainties
(yellow bars) are overlaid.
prediction that is consistent with a small t t component.
VI. BOOSTED TOP QUARKS
The studies of jet mass and other substructure variables, including the need to reject
contributions from potential top quark pair production, lead naturally to an extension of
the analysis to directly search for production of top quarks with pT > 400 GeV/c. We
therefore focus on the 1+1 and SL topologies identified earlier to search for a boosted top
quark signal.
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FIG. 16. Planar flow distribution for jets with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | ∈ (0.1,0.7) reconstructed
with the R = 1.0 MIDPOINT cone algorithm. We have rejected t t events and have required that
m jet1 ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2. Data points are shown with statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Overlaid in (a) are results from the PYTHIA QCD prediction (red triangles) with the PDF uncertain-
ties (yellow bars). Overlaid in (b) are results from the PYTHIA MC prediction for the leading jet in
t t MC events (red triangles) with the PDF uncertainties (yellow bars).
We reconstruct the events with the MIDPOINT cone algorithm with R = 1.0 as that pro-
vides the greatest efficiency for capturing the final-state particles of a fully-hadronically
decaying top quark in a single jet. We also increase the acceptance of the analysis by
considering jets in the entire pseudorapidity interval |η |< 0.7.
A. Boosted top quarks in the 1+1 topology
The 1+1 topology is intended to identify top quark pairs where both top quarks decay
hadronically. We start with 4230 events with a leading MIDPOINT jet with R = 1.0 and jet
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pT > 400 GeV/c and |η |< 0.7.
A simple strategy to detect the presence of two hadronically-decaying top quarks is to
require two massive jets with no evidence of large 6ET using the SMET variable. We show in
Fig. 17(a) the distribution of the mass of the second-leading jet, m jet2, versus the mass of the
leading jet, m jet1, for t t MC events passing the event selection and with SMET < 4. Given
the clear clustering of the signal in this distribution, we define a signal region with both
jet candidates having jet masses between 130 and 210 GeV/c2. We show in Fig. 17(b) the
same distribution for the QCD MC sample, showing that the top quark signal and the QCD
background are reasonably well-separated. The t t MC calculation predicts that 11.2% of
the top quark events with at least one top quark with pT > 400 GeV/c would have jets
satisfying this selection. We expect to see 3.0 events in the signal region.
Figure 17(c) shows the 2-dimensional jet-mass plot for the data. We expect that the
mass of the two jets produced via QCD interactions would be largely uncorrelated [70].
No correlation (coefficient ρ = 0.06) between the second-leading and leading jet masses
is observed in the data or the PYTHIA QCD prediction. This is to be compared with the
correlation in pT of the two leading jets of 0.64 for the data sample. In addition, studies
of the mass distributions of the leading and second-leading jet in the PYTHIA MC events,
comparing the m jet2 distributions when different m jet1 requirements are applied, confirm
the lack of significant correlation. Theoretical studies, as discussed below, are used to
estimate the effect of any correlations in m jet between the two leading QCD jets.
The uncorrelated jet masses allow an estimation of the background coming from QCD
jet production in the top quark signal region. We use the observed distribution in either
m jet1 or m jet2 of events in the low jet-mass peak (defined here to be 30–50 GeV/c2) rel-
ative to events in the top-quark mass window of 130 to 210 GeV/c2 to estimate the QCD
background in the signal region where both jet masses are between 130 and 210 GeV/c2.
We define four regions in Fig. 17(c): Region A with both the leading and second lead-
ing jet with masses between 30 and 50 GeV/c2, Region B with m jet1 ∈ (130,210) and
m jet2 ∈ (30,50) GeV/c2, Region C with m jet1 ∈ (30,50) and m jet2 ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2,
and Region D with both jets with masses between 130 and 210 GeV/c2. We also define Ni
to be the number of events observed in the ith region. By assuming no correlations between
the two variables, NC/NA =ND/NB would hold, providing a direct prediction of the number
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FIG. 17. The m jet2 versus m jet1 distribution for simulated t t events (a), for simulated QCD events
(b), and for MI-corrected data events (c) with at least one jet with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | < 0.7
using R = 1.0 MIDPOINT cones. The events are required to have SMET < 4.
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Region m jet1 m jet2 Data t t MC
(GeV/c2) (GeV/c2) (events) (events)
A (30,50) (30,50) 370 0.00
B (130,210) (30,50) 47 0.08
C (30,50) (130,210) 102 0.01
D (signal) (130,210) (130,210) 31 3.03
Predicted QCD in D 14.6±2.7
TABLE III. The observed number of events in the three control regions used to predict the back-
ground rate in the signal region (region D). The predicted t t event rates are also shown.
of QCD background events in Region D. The ratio
Rmass ≡ NCNBNAND (15)
differs from unity for QCD jet production if the jet masses are correlated. This ratio was
estimated in a separate study [70] using several different NLO QCD calculations, giving
values that range from 0.86 to 0.89. A relatively small correlation is present in the QCD
jets that produces more pairs of jets with high masses than would be expected if the leading
and recoil jet masses were completely uncorrelated. A POWHEG MC calculation yields
Rmass = 0.89± 0.03(stat)± 0.03(syst). The systematic uncertainty takes into account the
variation in the prediction using different MC generators, similar to the comparison in
Ref. [70].
There are 370 events with both jets in Region A, 47 events in Region B, and 102 events
in Region C. The difference in region B and C arise from the different pT thresholds on
the leading and second-leading jets. With these data and using the POWHEG Rmass value,
we estimate the number of QCD background events in the signal region (Region D) to be
14.6±2.7 (stat). There are 31 events in the signal region. This calculation is summarized
in Tab. III.
B. Boosted top quarks in the SL topology
In order to observe t t events where one top quark decays semileptonically (lepton+jets
final state), we use the sample of high-pT jet events where the leading jet is massive, the
recoil jet is not necessarily massive and where the event has substantial 6ET . The top quark
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FIG. 18. The m jet2 distribution for t t and QCD MC events restricted to the sample having a leading
jet with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η |< 0.7 using R = 1.0 MIDPOINT cones and SMET ∈ (4,10).
MC predicts that the requirement of 4 < SMET < 10 is correlated with a larger fraction of
the recoil jets having lower masses, as would be expected when one top quark has decayed
semileptonically. Figure 18 shows the jet-mass distribution of the second-leading jets in
such t t MC events. We also show the PYTHIA QCD background distribution for these
events, illustrating that the second-leading jet mass is no longer an effective discriminant
between signal and background.
We show in Figs. 19(a), 19(b), and 19(c) the distributions of SMET vs m jet1 for the events
restricted to have a leading jet with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η | < 0.7, requiring in addition
that 4 < SMET < 10 in the simulated t t sample, QCD sample and in the data, respectively.
This illustrates the effectiveness of the SMET requirement to separate the signal from the
background for this sample. We therefore define the SL signal event sample by requiring
a leading jet with m jet1 ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2 and SMET ∈ (4,10). The t t MC predicts 1.9
events in this signal region.
To estimate the QCD background in the SL signal region, we use the independence
between the leading jet mass and SMET in QCD background events. A correlation may arise
from instrumental effects, e.g., arising from the jet being incident on an uninstrumented
region of the detector, resulting in a lower jet mass and increased SMET . We have searched
for such a correlation in the data set, and found no evidence for such instrumental effects.
We therefore perform a data-driven background calculation similar to that used for the 1+1
candidates. We define Region E to be m jet1 ∈ (30,50) and SMET ∈ (2,3), Region F as
m jet1 ∈ (130,210) and SMET ∈ (2,3), Region G to be m jet1 ∈ (30,50) and SMET ∈ (4,10),
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FIG. 19. The SMET versus m jet1 distribution for simulated t t events (a), simulated QCD events (b),
and all data events (c) with 4 < SMET < 10 and at least one jet with pT > 400 GeV/c and |η |< 0.7
using R = 1.0 MIDPOINT cones.
and Region H to be the signal region. Region E contains 256 events, Region F contains 42
events and Region H contains 191 events. We predict 31.3±8.1 (stat) events in Region H
(the signal region). We verified that the result is robust against reasonable variations in the
definitions of the four regions, providing further confirmation that the two variables used
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Region m jet1 SMET Data t t MC
(GeV/c2) (
√
GeV/c2) (events) (events)
E (30,50) (2,3) 256 0.01
F (130,210) (2,3) 42 1.07
G (30,50) (4,10) 191 0.03
H (signal) (130,210) (4,10) 26 1.90
Predicted QCD in H 31.3±8.1
TABLE IV. The observed number of events in the three control regions used to predict the back-
ground rate in the signal region (Region H) for the SL topology. The predicted t t event rates are
also shown.
are not correlated in this sample.
There are 26 events in this signal region, consistent with the background estimate and
also consistent with the number of expected background and signal events. This calculation
is summarized in Tab. IV.
Since we expect comparable signal yields and backgrounds in the 1+1 and SL chan-
nels, we combine the results of the two channels. There are 57 candidate events with
an expected background from QCD jets of 46± 9 events (the uncertainty is only statisti-
cal). The systematic uncertainty on the background rate is dominated by the uncertainty
on the jet-mass scale (see the next subsection) and results in a background estimate of
46±8 (stat)±13 (syst) events.
Although we observe an excess in the fully-hadronic final state, we see a combined
event rate that is consistent with the expected QCD background. We use these data to set
upper limits on the boosted top-quark production cross section.
C. Systematic uncertainties on top-quark production
The largest source of systematic uncertainty arises from the jet-mass scale. Other
sources are the top quark acceptance due to the uncertainty in the jet-energy scale, the
uncertainty in the integrated luminosity in the sample, the uncertainty on the t t acceptance
due to the top-quark mass uncertainty and the uncertainty on Rmass.
The studies described in Sec. V C provided a determination of the systematic uncertainty
on the jet-mass measurement of ±10 GeV/c2 for high-mass jets. We estimate the effect of
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this uncertainty on the jet-mass scale by shifting the upper mass window by ±10 GeV/c2
and observing how the QCD background estimate changes. This results in a systematic
uncertainty of ±30% on the combined background rate of 46 events.
The jet-energy-scale uncertainty results in a systematic uncertainty on the top quark
acceptance, determined by shifting the jet pT scale by ±3%. The efficiency is sensitive
to the jet-energy scale because an underestimate in the jet-energy scale would reduce the
observed rate of t t events and vice-versa. The resulting change in the top quark acceptance
is ±24.5%, using the pT distribution from the approximate NNLO calculation.
We incorporate a systematic uncertainty on the integrated luminosity of ±6% [71]. The
t t acceptance uncertainty due to possible variations in the top-quark mass is ±0.3%.
We assume that these are all independent sources of uncertainty and add them in quadra-
ture, resulting in a total systematic uncertainty on the boosted t t cross section of ±44%.
D. Limits on massive particle pair production
We calculate the 95% confidence level (C.L.) limit on the t t production cross section
using the CLs approach, which performs a frequentist calculation using pseudoexperiments
to combine statistical and systematic uncertainties [72].
Taking into account the overall t t detection efficiency of 18.2% and the integrated lumi-
nosity of 5.95 fb−1, we exclude at 95% C.L. a standard model cross section for producing
top quark pairs with top quark pT > 400 GeV/c of 38 fb. This is approximately an order
of magnitude higher than the estimated standard model cross section, and is limited by the
size of the backgrounds from light quark and gluon jets. It is the most stringent limit on
boosted top-quark production at the Tevatron to date and probes for the first time top-quark
production in this momentum range.
We support the upper limit calculation by estimating the expected limit as the median of
all exclusion limits obtained in simulated samples that include the background estimated
from the data-driven technique and including the expected number of t t events. The CLs
calculation yields an upper limit of 33 fb at 95% C.L., which is lower than the observed
limit since we see a modest excess of events above the expected signal plus background in
the data.
As theoretical models exist that predict pair production of massive particles that de-
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cay primarily hadronically, we set a limit on the pair production of massive beyond-the-
standard-model particles near the mass of the top quark and decay hadronically. An exam-
ple of such a scenario would be a light baryon-number-violating neutralino or gluino par-
ticle in the context of supersymmetry (see, e.g., [14, 73]) and in some theories of coloured
resonances [74]. We have 31 events with two jets with m jet ∈ (130,210) GeV/c2, with
a background estimate of 14.6± 2.7 (stat)± 3.9 (syst) events. As we are interested in
beyond-the-standard-model contributions to this final state, we now include in the back-
ground estimate the expected t t contribution of 3.0±0.8 events. We use the acceptance for
top quark pair production in this channel (11.2%), correct the top quark hadronic branching
fraction of 4/9, and assume the same systematic uncertainties described earlier. The CLs
calculation gives an upper limit of 20 fb at 95% C.L.
VII. CONCLUSION
We report results on the nature of very high-pT jets produced in hadron-hadron colli-
sions, especially their substructure properties and possible sources. We have measured the
jet-mass distribution and the distributions of two IR-safe substructure variables, angularity
and planar flow, for jets with pT > 400 GeV/c. The agreement between the QCD Monte
Carlo calculations using PYTHIA 6.216, the analytic theoretical calculations and the ob-
served data for jet masses greater than 70 GeV/c2, indicates that these theoretical models
reproduce satisfactorily the data and may be used to extrapolate backgrounds arising from
light quark and gluon jets in searches for new phenomena at the LHC. The measurements
of the angularity of QCD jets produced with masses in excess of 90 GeV/c2 show that
these are consistent with the NLO prediction of two-body structure, and the planar flow
distribution for jets with masses between 130 and 210 GeV/c2 show similar consistency
with QCD predictions.
We compare the results obtained with the MIDPOINT cone algorithm with the anti-kT
algorithm, and find that the two algorithms produce very similar results. We note that these
results are in good agreement with recent measurements of similar jet properties produced
at the Large Hadron Collider in much higher energy proton-proton collisions [19–21].
We note that this is the first search for boosted top-quark production using data gathered
with an inclusive jet trigger at the Tevatron Collider. There is a modest excess of events
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– 57 candidate events with an estimated background of 46± 9 (stat)± 13 (syst) events
– identified in either a configuration with two high-pT jets each with mass between 130
and 210 GeV/c2 or where a massive jet recoils against a second jet with significant missing
transverse energy. We expect approximately 5 signal events from standard model top-quark
production where at least one of the top quarks has pT > 400 GeV/c. We set a 95% C.L.
upper limit of 38 fb at 95% C.L. on the cross section for top-quark production of top quarks
with pT > 400 GeV/c.
We use these data to also search for pair production of a massive particle with mass
comparable to that of the top quark with at least one of the particles having pT > 400
GeV/c. We set an upper limit on the pair production of 20 fb at 95% C.L. Observation of
boosted top-quark production at the LHC where both top quarks decay hadronically have
been reported [75, 76], showing that the substructure techniques reported here and others
have relevance to such higher energy pp collisions.
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